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Long-term potentiation through calcium-
mediated N-Cadherin interaction is tightly
controlled by the three-dimensional
architecture of the synapse
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The synaptic cleft is an extracellular domain that is
capable of relaying a presynaptically received electrical
signal by diffusive neurotransmitters to the postsynap-
tic membrane. The cleft is trans-synaptically bridged
by ring-like shaped clusters of pre- and postsynapti-
cally localized calcium-dependent adhesion proteins of
the N-Cadherin type and is possibly the smallest inter-
circuit in nervous systems [1]. The strength of associa-
tion between the pre- and postsynaptic membranes
can account for synaptic plasticity such as long-term
potentiation [2]. Through neuronal activity the intra-
and extracellular calcium levels are modulated through
calcium exchangers embedded in the pre- and postsy-
naptic membrane. Variations of the concentration of
cleft calcium induces changes in the N-Cadherin-zip-
per, that in synaptic resting states is rigid and tightly
connects the pre- and postsynaptic domain. During
synaptic activity calcium concentrations are hypothe-
sized to drop below critical thresholds which leads to
loosening of the N-Cadherin connections and subse-
quently “unzips” the Cadherin-mediated connection.
These processes may result in changes in synaptic
strength [2]. In order to investigate the calcium-
mediated N-Cadherin dynamics at the synaptic cleft,
we developed a three-dimensional model including the
cleft morphology and all prominent calcium exchan-
gers and corresponding density distributions [3-6].

The necessity for a fully three-dimensional model
becomes apparent, when investigating the effects of the
spatial architecture of the synapse [7], [8]. Our data
show, that the localization of calcium channels with
respect to the N-Cadherin ring has substantial effects
on the time-scales on which the Cadherin-zipper
switches between states, ranging from seconds to min-
utes. This will have significant effects on synaptic sig-
naling. Furthermore we see, that high-frequency action
potential firing can only be relayed to the Calcium/N-
Cadherin-system at a synapse under precise spatial
synaptic reorganization.
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